Summer 2020 Semester

To be included on the Dean’s List, a student must have earned a semester GPA of 3.5 and carried 12 letter graded credit hours. This list is for undergraduate students only. Those students with an asterisk (*) following their name earned a semester GPA of 4.0 and are elevated to the President’s List.

Ablao, Meredith
Alzuraqi, Mohammed
Armistead, Michael
Balzer, Joyce *
Barkach, Anna *
Baumann, Allison
Birgy, Kylie
Blonde, Elii
Bodziachowski, Szymon
Brennan, Morgan *
Brown, Pamela
Bryant, Tony
Campbell, William
Carpenter, Madison
Carroll, Hannah *
Clancy, Taylor
Colley, McKenzie
Corral, Alyssa
Crowe, Natalie
Daniels, Allison
Dean, Jordan
Decker, Kyle
Dodgens, Devante *
Dolan, Charly
Edwardson, Elijah
Erickson, Jennifer
Gardey, Alexis
Habarth, Rebecca
Harvey, Heather
Hedrick, Elyssa *
Hoepner, Zachary
Holland, Sydney *
Hollister, Tessa *
Huebner, Makiah *
Hurst, Hannah *
Ikekhuah, Sikiratu
Jarvie, David
Jenkins, Cullen
Jury, Thomas
Kanigowski, Morgan
Karlus, Kelsey *
Kargula, Andrew
Keiter, Samuel
Kujawa, Megan
LaHaie, Paige
Laplow, Sydney
LaRosa, Alexandria
Lau, Foong
Laurence, Lorene
Liang, Lisa *
Loebrich, Keaton *
Lovati Jr, Joseph
Mahone, Cameren
Malone, Natalie *
McCloy, Jacob
Mello, Andrew
Miller, Mackenzie *
Miller, Onica
Miller, Valerie
Moorfoot, Tatum
Nieporte, Emma
Noch, Nicole
Oddo, Stephanie *
Osawabine, Christina
Pageau, Olivia *
Pani, Dawn
Patton, Meghan
Pennoni, Jake *
Perez, Dominic
Pettit, Mary
Pleiman, Sarah *
Porter, Tyler
Rickman, Sterling
Rose, Carlton
Schaub, Emily
Schober, Morgan
Schwartz, Jennifer
Shaw, Kiara
Shu, Hongzhe
Stunbury, Victoria
Stefanich, Emily
Steinberg, Karly
Straub, Crystan
Tanciar, Daniel
Theisen, Jenna *
Timmreck, John
Topping, Stephanie *
Tracy, Arielle
Trudeau IV, John
Van Slambrook, Lauren *
VanEvery, Tyler
Walters, Lindsey
Washington, Ja’Nise
Wattelle, Angelique
Weaver, Emily *
Weaver, Joseph *
Whitehead, Morgan
Wiederhold, Kaylena
Wilson, Emma *
Wilson, Jenna
Zeitler, Benjamin *
Zelinko, Elena
Zeng, Wanting
Zhang, Luxin